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FALL IN LOVE WITH WARSAW
– all you need is one weekend!
culinary delight!

A weekend
in Warsaw
is 48 h of:
unforgettable fun in
fantastic clubs!

successful shopping
sprees!

trendy galleries and
theaters!

creating new friendships!

Every following weekend
will be even better!
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Warsaw for Weekend

Essentials
Emergency numbers

Alarm
Police 
Ambulance 
Fire department 
Municipal police 

112
997
999
998
986

Warsaw Tourist Information

tel. 194 31
e-mail: info@warsawtour.pl
www.warsawtour.pl

WTI points are available every day except for:
1.01 (New Year), Easter (changing date), 1.11
(Halloween) and Christmas (25 and 26.12).

Selected corporate Radio-taxis in Warsaw:
City Warsaw 194 59
EcoCar 123 456 789
Ele Taxi 22 811 11 11
Korpo Taxi 196 24
Merc Taxi 22 677 77 77
MPT 191 91
Plus Taxi 196 21
Sawa Taxi 22 644 44 44
Super Taxi 196 22
Tele Taxi 800 400 400, 196 26
Wawa Taxi 22 333 44 44
Volfra Taxi 196 25

Public transport

Points of Warsaw Tourist
Information:
Old Town Square
Old Town Square 19/21/21a

Chopin Airport
Flight Arrivals, Terminal A, exit number 2
ul. Żwirki i Wigury 1
Palace of Culture and Science
pl. Defilad 1

Taxis

When in need of a taxi make sure to
enter vehicles marked with: Warsaw crest
(mermaid) and red and yellow stripes. Also
make sure to look for the information sign
about the kilometer tariff, located in the
window of the right back door.
It is best to use corporate taxis – radio taxi
of which there are dozens in Warsaw and
order one over the phone. The transit from
Chopin airport to the city center will cost
around 30-40 zlotys.
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Public transport allows for convenient travel
throughout Warsaw around the clock. Night
buses, marked with the letter N, run from
11:15 p.m. to 4.30 a.m.
During Fridays and Saturdays the subway
runs longer – until 2.30 a.m. At five in the
morning regular transport begins to run.
Tickets for public transport can be bought
at ZTM points or in selected press kiosks or
ticket machines for which you can use both
cash and cards.
Detailed information and current ticket
prices can be found at www.ztm.waw.pl
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OLD BUT NEW
You can read about it, but
it would be best if you
experience it yourselves.
Every day at 11:15, from the tower
of the Royal Castle a bugle call
rings out. At this exact time on
September 17th, 1939 the castle
clock stopped during the blitz.

You can begin your sightseeing on the Castle
Square (Plac Zamkowy) and the 22-meter
Sigismund‘s Column (kolumna Zygmunta). The
Royal Castle is the pinnacle of a great period
of Poland’s history – the May Constitution was
penned in the castle chambers. Today official
national delegations are held in the seat of
the last Polish kings. There is also a wonderful
museum and art gallery with works from
Rembrandt and Canaletto.
In the Historical Museum of Warsaw in the Old
Town you can learn about the city’s history.
There is also the home of Marie Skłodowska
-Curie on Freta street, where you can find the
museum commemorating the two time
-winning Nobel prize winner.

What exactly? That Warsaw is an
extraordinary place. Rows of charming
townhouses, the Royal Castle and defensive
walls with the Barbican remind you of
Warsaw’s rich history. What makes the
capital‘s Old Town unique, however, is that
almost 100 percent of it was rebuilt... after
World War II. The destruction wrought by the
Nazi occupant was drastic – most of Warsaw
lay in ruin. The city was subjected to more
damage and plunder by the Soviet army
after entering Warsaw territory on January
17th, 1945. Despite this the Old Town
managed to be reconstructed based on the
XVIII century paintings of Bernardo Bellotto.
The attention to detail and effort employed
in the reconstruction of the Old Town and
Royal Castle were respected by the UNESCO
commision, which placed them on the World
Heritage Site.

Particular attention should be paid to two Old
Town churches: St. John‘s Archcathedral and
the Church of the Visitation of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. The former was witness to the
most important events in the history of the
city, the latter belonging to the oldest in
Warsaw.
During the summer the Old Town becomes
a stage for music events and a gallery beneath
the stars.
The Fountain Park at the foot of the
New Town gives cool shelter on hot
days and during the weekends delights
with magical colors during the display
“Water-Light-Sound“.
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Warsaw for Weekend
During the Christmas holiday period the Old
Town square hosts a fair in which you can
buy small gifts and souvenirs, taste regional
products and listen to concerts. During the
winter the Old Town is beautifully illuminated.
Tower of St. Anne’s Church (ul. Krakowskie
Przedmieście 68) – 150 degrees to an
unforgettable view. You can easily see the
National Stadium from the top!

S hrine of Our Lady of Grace Patron of
Warsaw (ul. Świętojańska 10) – the doors
of the church were made by world-renowed
sculptor Igor Mitoraj.
The prince cursed and turned into a bear
(ul. Świętojańska 10) – only the love
of a woman that would love him with
her whole heart could return him to
human features.

Royal Castle (pl. Zamkowy 4)
– an example of a perfect reconstruction
after World War II. Inside are royal thrones
and at the foot of the Castle, from the
riverside are painstakingly rebuilt arcades
– Kubicki Arcades – and two-level gardens.
S igismund’s Column (pl. Zamkowy)
– it portrays king Zygmunt III Waza who
transferred the capital from Krakow to
Warsaw. According to legend when the
king drops the blade he holds in his hands
catastrophe will befall the city.

 arsaw had a dragon – Bazyliszek.
W
According to legend he lived in the basement
of one of the townhouses by Krzywe Koło
street.
 ermaid – on the Old Town Square there is
M
the statue of the symbol and patron of the
city – the Mermaid. Half woman, half fish
appears in many places in Warsaw.

 anonia (back of the cathedral) – a small
K
triangular square where you can find the
oldest in Warsaw stone street sign, the
narrowest house in the Old Town and the
enormous bronze bell, which circled three
times brings good fortune.
 nojna Góra
G
– a Medieval landfill, now a view point.
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S tone steps (Kamienne Schodki) – in 1806
Napolean Bonaparte strolled down this
street, however he didn’t like it much – likely
due to the ever-present stench. Luckily this
was over 200 years ago. Today this is
a charming little street, much loved by
painters and lovebirds.
 arbican – part of the defensive walls
B
was raised around 1548 by Jan Baptist
the Venetian.
 hurch of the Visitation of the Blessed
C
Virgin Mary (ul. Przyrynek 2) – one of the
oldest Varsovian churches built in the early
XV century. The myth is that is stands in the
place of a Pagan temple. It was the place of
worship for fishermen.
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Royal Route
The eleven kilometer route is one of the
most characteristic of the city. Centuries ago
kings rode along this road to their places
of residence – Jan III Sobieski to Wilanów,
Stanisław August Poniatowski to Łazienki.
In the Radziwiłł palace (today the Presidential
Palace) and the Belvedere, following Polish
presidents lived and worked. The first section
of the route is Krakowskie Przedmieście
outgoing from the Old Town – the most
representative street in Warsaw. Located on it
are churches, places tied with Fryderyk Chopin
and two well-known universities – University
of Warsaw and the Academy of Fine Arts. In
the building of today’s Central Agricultural
Library Marie Skłodowska-Curie prepared
for her exam to Sorbonne.
The next sections of the route are Nowy Świat
– one of the most elegant streets in Warsaw
and the Ujazdowskie Alleys leading to the
Royal Łazienki Park. The alleys are charming
with their palaces, which today host mainly
embassies. To arrive at Wilanów all you need
to do is take the buses 180 or 116 which
course along the route.
 residential Palace (ul. Krakowskie
P
Przedmieście 46/50) – one of the largest
palaces in Warsaw, built in the XVII
century. It was the headquarters of the
first government after winning back
independence in 1918.
In 1989 it was here that the Polish Round
Table Agreement took place, and has been
Polish presidents‘ seat since 1994.

Church of St. Joseph of the Visitationists
(ul. Krakowskie Przedmieście 34) – one of
the few Varsovian monuments to survive
World War II. Fryderyk Chopin was known
to play the organs and met his love
– Constance Gładkowska.
Holy Cross Church
(ul. Krakowskie Przedmieście 3) – it is characteristic due to the visible by the banister
figure of Christ dragging a cross. In the
church’s columns are the urns containing
the hearts of composer Fryderyk Chopin
and the Nobel writer Władysław Reymont.
Kubiki – placed along Krakowskie

Przedmieście are rectangular blocks
made from many layers of glass on
which are reproductions of Bernardo
Bellotto (Canaletto) paintings. Based
on these works the Old Town and
Royal Route were reconstructed.

 niversity of Warsaw (ul. Krakowskie
U
Przedmieście 26/28) – one of the oldest and
most prestigious Polish universities. Early
in the XIX century in place of the university
was Warsaw High School, attended by
Fryderyk Chopin.
 zapski/Krasiński Palace (ul. Krakowskie
C
Przedmieście 5) – the seat of the Academy
of Fine Art. In the annex of the palace is the
Chopin Family Drawing Room – available
for visitors is a part of the house in which
Fryderyk Chopin spent the last years before
leaving the country.
Royal Łazienki Park (ul. Agrykola 1) – it
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Warsaw for Weekend
Wilanów (ul. St. Kostki Potockiego 10/16) – called the Polish
Versailles, a Baroque-style palace reminding everyone of Poland’s
past greatness. It belonged to king Jan II sobieski – the victor from
Vienna – and later to August II Sas and baronial families. Wilanów
is the place of a great love story – in 1655 there was a secret
wedding between Jan III Sobieski and queen Marysieńka, widow
of Jan Zamoyski.

was the summer residence of the last Polish
king and also one of the most beautiful palace-park blends in Europe. The name comes
from baths being refashioned into a palace.
Belvedere (ul. Belwederska 56) – palace
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built in the XVII century. In the time of
king Stanisław August Poniatowski it
held a pottery workshop. Later it was
the place of residence for Józef Piłsudski
and the presidents Wojciech Jaruzelski,
Lech Wałęsa and the current president
Bronisław Komorowski.

 ultimedia benches – 15 benches have
M
been placed near locations tied with
Fryderyk Chopin. Press a button and enjoy
listening to the composer’s works. Scan the
QR code and download the application with
information about the composer.
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You have to see this
You cannot be bored
in Warsaw!
This is a modern, dynamic and fun city that
gives its European “cousins” a run for their
money. Warsaw is a true metropolis that has
a lot to offer. Here you can relax, discover
cultural monuments, take part in the most
important cultural events and simply have fun!
Every time you visit Warsaw you will discover
something new!
During New Years
night 2000-2001
the Palace peak
welcomed the
addition of a tower
clock, named the
Millenium Clock.
The diameter of
each of its four
dials has 6 meters!
The miniature
version hangs in
the main hall of the
Palace.

Palace of Culture and Science
pl. Defilad 1, tel. 22 656 76 00
www.pkin.pl

Palace of Culture and Science (PKiN) is
still the tallest and most controversial
building in the capital! PKiN was built
as a “gift from Soviet nations,“ though
popular opinion was that is was a “gift
from Stalin“ and a symbol of Soviet
occupation. It has over 3000 rooms
and almost 90 “tenants,“ e.g., four
theaters, a cinema, two orchestras,
two museums, two public libraries and
a Tourist Information point. On the
XXXth floor there is a terrace from which
during good weather you can see even
the furthest areas of the city – like the
spectacular National Stadium – and the
XLVth floor is the residence of a pair
of wandering falcons named Wars and
Sawa. The ornitological reality show can
be watched on
www.webcam.peregrinus.pl.

Museums
When in Warsaw you must visit the
museums! Learn history, new trends in art
and see for your own eyes what science is
capable of!

Warsaw Rising Museum
ul. Grzybowska 79, tel. 22 539 79 05
www.1944.pl

A place that has to be seen in order to
understand Warsaw. The multimedia
exhibit faithfully reproduces the
atmosphere of the 63 days of the
Warsaw Uprising during the year 1944.
The exhibits not only document battles,
but most importantly the day-to-day
lives of civilians.
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Warsaw for Weekend
August 1st at 5 p.m. the sound of
alarm sirens begin to blare and
for a few moments all movement
stops. This is how Warsaw pays
tribute to the memory of those in
the Uprising.

Historical Museum
of Warsaw
Rynek Starego Miasta 28/42
tel. 22 635 16 25
www.mhw.pl

The museum takes up 11 townhouses and
encompasses three courtyards! Presently
the museum is showcasing an exhibit on the
origins of Warsaw, presenting history of the
city from around 1300 to 1655. Available is also
the museum’s cinema where you can watch a
documentary film on Warsaw during the years
1939 to 1945. The film is available in English
and can be shown on request in Polish, Spanish,
French or German.

Fryderyk Chopin Museum
ul. Okólnik 1 (ul. Tamka 41), tel. 22 441 62 51
www.chopin.museum/pl

Found in the historic Ostrogski palace, this
modern and multimedia museum owns the
largest collection of Chopin paraphernalia
in the world. Apart from priceless souvenirs
belonging to the composer, like his last
piano, sweet box, death mask and a cast of
his hands, you can also hear the song of the
Nohart birds and smell Chopin’s beloved
violets.

National Museum
in Warsaw

Al. Jerozolimskie 3, tel. 22 621 10 31
www.mnw.art.pl

Considered as one of the oldest and most
abundant museums in Poland, it is also one
of the most modern art museums in Europe.
Its collections include over 800 thousand
works of Polish and international art – from
antiquity to modern art. The museum has
undergone extensive renovation.

Battle of Grunwald by Jan Matejko

– one of the largest Polish paintings. The canvas dimensions are 427 x 987 cm.
The work has recently been renovated. Removing the painting from the wall took
400 climbing ropes!
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Zachęta National
Gallery of Art

pl. Małachowskiego 3, tel. 22 556 96 00
www.zacheta.art.pl

Located in a beautiful, historic building
in the center of the city, near the Royal
Route. It is the oldest in Warsaw and most
well-known gallery of modern art in Poland,
presenting works of distinguished foreign
artists and promoting young Polish ones.

Green Warsaw
According to many, the most distinctive color
of the capital is green. Practically one fourth
of the city’s expanse is made up of parks,

Copernicus Science Center

ul. Wybrzeże Kościuszkowskie 20, tel 22 596 41 00
www.kopernik.org.pl

The kingdom of experiments and a paradise
for those interested in the world. Everyone
here can discover nature’s secrets,
independently conduct experiments and
have fun while doing it. The center has over
450 exhibits in six thematic galleries, as
well as the Robotic Theater and Discovery
Park. The biggest attraction in the center is
the Planetarium where the cosmos is within
arm’s reach.

squares and gardens. In Warsaw there are
also over a dozen nature reserves. This is one
of the few cities in the world that can boast
about forests growing within the borders of
the city! Running through the city is the Wisła
river and as one of the few rivers in Europe

At the center don’t ask for a guide!

In accordance to the founders‘ belief,
everyone that vists must feel like
a investigator and explorer. Find out
for yourself what comes of it!

managed to retain its natural state. Chosen
fragments of the river have been included
in the program Natura 2000. During the
summer it’s wonderful to relax on one of the
city beaches, equipped with hammock chairs,
places for barbecues and volleyball courts
found by the beach.
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Warsaw for Weekend

Because everyone loves shopping
Warsaw is a great place for shopping – and
not just for souvenirs. However, if you do
want to acquire some souvenirs then the
Old Town is ideal.
When it comes to jewelery look for amber
items. Folk art products are also immensely
popular (linen tablecloths, wooden toys,
handmade scarves, brooches, jewelry,
bags with folk motifs) as well as CD’s with
Chopin’s music.
Those inclined more toward designer tastes
should visit the area of such streets as
Mokotowska, Nowy Świat and Chmielna,
as well as Plac Trzech Krzyży. Apart from
boutiques of designer fashion brands you
can also find privately owned shops with
long-standing traditions.

Admire Warsaw…
...from a hot air balloon, that ascends to

120 m and allows a view of the capital from
a lofty perspective.
ul. Wybrzeże Szczecińskie, by the Świętokrzyski bridge.
www.stacjabalon.pl.

…from the window of the “T“ tram

– a historic, tourist tramway line. The line’s
carriages are pre-war, from the 50’s and
include a special promotional carriage that is
a mobile emblem of Warsaw.
www.ztm.waw.pl

…from on board a ship
www.ztm.waw.pl

Those who like having everything under
one roof have a few shopping centers to
choose from, most of which can be found
in the center.
Those hoping to find regional flavors will
not be disappointed. Delicious Polish
cold cuts, jams and bread are available in
delicatessens like Krakowski Kredens and
Skarby Smaku, and sweets in Wedel and
Blikle.
Weekends can be a special occasion for
those with a love of antiques, as only
during the weekend can you explore the
flea market on Koło (ul. Okopowa 99).
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…from a bicycle – which you

can rent from the line of city
bicycles Veturilo. In Warsaw
there are over 100 stations
available 24 hours, from
March 1st to November 30th.
First 20 minutes of riding
is free!

www.veturilo.waw.pl

…in vintage style. Come and take advantage of the horse-drawn carriages which run all
year round on Old Town streets!

…from the hop-on/hop-off
buses – City Sightseeing

Warsaw and Warsaw City
-Tour which offer tours on
the double-decker buses
around the most interesting
parts of Warsaw.
The buses are equipped
with audio guidebooks that
come in different language
versions.
CAUTION! The buses differ
in routes.
Details at:

www.city-sightseeing.pl,
www.city-tour.com.pl
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Let’s dance!
After a day full of exciting experiences it
would be nice to spend time with friends in
a pub with live music and glass of Polish beer
or go to a club. There is no shortage of pubs
and clubs in Warsaw. And for the finale
(or beginning) of the evening you can go for
a shot of vodka and a small, traditional snack
at a twenty-four hour shot bars.

We recommend the tatar,
Varsovian pyzy or the so-called
“binoculars with Meduza,“
meaning a large portion of nóżki
and two shots of vodka.

Shot bars
 rzekąski Zakąski, ul. Krakowskie
P
Przedmieście 13,
Pijalnia Wódki i Piwa, ul. Nowy Świat 19
Między Wódką a Zakąską, ul.Chmielna 13
Bar Warszawa, ul. Miodowa 2
Meta, ul. Foksal 21, ul. Mazowiecka 11

R e m e mb e r !

It is prohibited to drink alcoholic
beverages in public places (parks,
streets, squares) and there is a ban on
smoking cigarettes in clubs, pubs and
restaurants (unless they have a smoking
room) as well as bus stops. Violating
these laws will result in a fine.

Clubs
When? Most Warsaw clubs are available
from Thursday to Saturday
What time? Some clubs are open from
afternoon hours, but the fun actually
starts around 10-11 p.m.
Where? Club “valleys“ are located in:
in the downtown of the center, on
streets such as Mazowiecka, Złota,
Sienkiewicza (Bank Club, Tygmont,
Lemon, Paparazzi)
area of the Grand Theater (The Eve,
Opera Club, Platinium Club
& Restaurant)
in the Praga district (M 25, Saturator,
Skład Butelek, Znośna Lekkość Bytu,
Czysta Ojczysta)
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CUltural CALENDaR

Information on current events
can always be found at
www.kulturalna.warszawa.pl
and www.warsawtour.pl

International Outdoor Festival
“Jazz in the Old Town“
www.jazznastarowce.pl
July-August

One of the oldest jazz festivals in Europe,
organized in the Old Town square which turns
into an international stage for jazz music stars.

14
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International Street
Art Festival

Festival of Jewish Culture
“Singer’s Warsaw“

The diverse program of the festival
incorporates theatrical and dance productions
presented in city spaces: streets, parks and
viaducts.

The festival takes place on Próźna street and
its surrounding area, which for a few days
permeates with the nostalgic atmosphere of
the pre-war Jewish district.

www.sztukaulicy.pl
July

www.festiwalsingera.pl
August/ September

Wisła Festival
www.swietowisly.pl
May

This huge watery event takes place in Cypel
Czerniakowski. Many attractions await
participants, like: sailboat, motorboat and
rowboat races, water scooter acrobatics
shows, lifeguard presentations, beach
volleyball, kayak bowling, activities for
children and many more.

Chopin concerts
in Royal Łazienki Park
www.estrada.com.pl
May-September
(Sundays, 12.00 (noon) - 4 p.m.)

Recitals by the composer’s statue are some
of the most well-known and liked musical
affairs in the city – they attract hundreds of
listeners every time. The park’s topography
allows for enjoying the music of the great
composer while laying on the grass.
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Night of Museums
www.noc-muzeow.pl
May

During the May night over a hundred
museums, galleries, cultural institutions and
other places are open until late hours of the
night. Apart from exhibits participants of the
event can enjoy other attractions: concerts,
meeting artists, workshops, happenings, film
viewings and street perfomances.
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FLAVORS OF WARSAW
For centuries Varsovian
menus

have been dominated by gołąbki, pierogi,
flaki, żurek with white kielbasa, red
borscht with uszka and rosół. But the
culinary symbols of Warsaw are cakes:
zygmuntówka – a reference to king
Zygmunt III, wuzetka – whose name comes
from the route W-Z (“Wschód – Zachód“
meaning “East – West“) and Wedel
chocolate and pączki from Blikle.
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Warsaw for Weekend
Zygmuntówka
- culinary symbol
of Warsaw

There are many places in Warsaw where
anyone can come and eat a tasty breakfast,
drink coffee and read the morning paper.
Even on weekends Varsovian bistros
serve breakfast from morning to the early
afternoon hours. Now there are places like
this in every neighborhood – we recommend
a few in the city center:
Amadera, ul. Chmielna 13a
Aroma Espresso Bar,
ul. Krakowskie Przedmieście 7
Cafe Szparka, pl. Trzech Krzyży 16a
Cafe Vincent, ul. Nowy Świat 64
Delikatesy Esencja, ul. Marszałkowska 8
Zgoda, ul. Zgoda 4
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There is no shortage of restaurants serving
dishes from Polish cuisine in Warsaw, but which
ones are the best? There is no simple answer
to this question as everyone has different
tastes, and as we know there is no accounting
for it. We do know that a few enjoy immense
popularity, like Delicja Polska (ul. Krakowskie
Przedmieście 45), the rustic Folk Gospoda
(ul. Waliców 13) or restaurants belonging to
Magda Gessler: Polka (ul. Świętojańska 2),
U Fukiera (Rynek Starego Miasta 27).

Żurek
with white
sausage

However, going out to a restaurant is often
expensive business, so if you prefer the
economical version go to a milk bar – where
for a few zlotys you can eat a quick and homely
meal.
Milk bars, or Polish fast food bars, owe their
name to their menus which mainly display
dairy and vegetarian dishes. The height of
their popularity was during the Communist
regime. Despite their rather characteristic
decor not striking everyone’s fancy, to this day
they enjoy a crowd of regulars. Meals at milk
bars are hearty, tasty and cheap.
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LEGEND
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Tower of St. Anne’s Church
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Sigismund’s Column
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Royal Castle
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Historical Museum of Warsaw
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St. John’s Archcathedral
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Kanonia
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Mermaid monument
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Stone Steps
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Barbican
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Church of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary
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Fountain Park
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Presidential Palace
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Church of St. Joseph of the Visitationists
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Zachęta National Gallery of Art
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University of Warsaw
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Holy Cross Church
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Fryderyk Chopin Museum
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National Museum in Warsaw
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Belvedere
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Royal Łazienki Park
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Palace of Culture and Science
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Copernicus Science Center
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National Stadium
Tourist information
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WARSAW TOURIST INFORMATION
Phone: (+48 22) 194 31
e-mail: info@warsawtour.pl

Up-to-date info on the Warsaw Tourist
Information points can be found on:
www.warsawtour.pl

www.warsawtour.pl
Other important sites:

www.um.warszawa.pl
www.kulturalna.warszawa.pl
Publisher:
Warsaw Tourist Office
(Stołeczne Biuro Turystyki)
Photos:
Tomasz Nowak; Daria Pawęda; Barbara Tekieli; Piotr Wierzbowski; Mirosław Kazimierczak; PZ Studio;
Capital City Warsaw; ZTM; Warsaw Music Week; Warsaw Sky; Restauracja Polska Różana, ul. Chocimska 7 Warszawa; Club
Platinium; Vitkac; National Museum in Warsaw Jan Matejko, Battle of Grunwald, 1878, photo. Bartosz Bajerski;
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